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Abstract 

 

The article describes two key approaches that take place in education and are reflected in pedagogy 

as a science, an academic discipline and in pedagogical activity: humanitarian - from the human perspective 

- Humanities (post-non-classical type of scientific rationality, strengthening the human dimension of 

pedagogical science and activity, focus on interests of a child, humanistic paradigm, research with the 

ontology of "activity") and positivistic, technological - from the standpoint of "pure science" or technology 

- Technology (classical type of scientific rationality, technocratic (natural) scientific paradigm, ontology 

"thing-feature-attitude"). It is shown that in the educational practice the humanitarian approach is not widely 

used. It often remains a declaration: it is common for teachers to idealize the teacher's image ("A good 

teacher hides his real feelings from schoolchildren", "A good teacher answers any question"), exaggeration 

of the importance of the methodology ("The method is omnipotent"), the negative perception of the 

pedagogical profession ("Teacher's work is a complete hassle, martyrdom"), students ("Modern-day 

children do not want to learn"). The possible ways of implementing the humanitarian approach, the 

humanitarian educational paradigm in vocational training and practical activities of the teacher of the future, 

from the standpoint of pedagogical mythology - a new concept of myth and mythology in education - are 

proposed. The mechanisms of ensuring continuity in the implementation of the humanitarian approach are 

revealed at the stages of vocational training, professional adaptation, and professional maturity of a teacher. 

These approaches and methods make it possible to harmonize pedagogical communications on humanistic 

grounds. 
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1. Introduction 

In recent decades the public, the pedagogical community and pedagogical science have recognized 

the need to strengthen the humanitarian vector in pedagogical science, the professional training of teachers, 

and pedagogical activity. However, in educational practice, the humanitarian approach is not widely used. 

It often remains a declaration, as evidenced by the "humanitarian crisis", the "spiritual crisis". In 

pedagogical science, as in the teaching of pedagogy as an academic discipline, there are also strong trends 

in the absolutization of positivism and technology. This state of affairs is aggravated by the re-

mythologization of pedagogical science and practice, conditioned by the prevailing situation: - in society: 

the mythologization of public consciousness, criticism of a scientific attitude, a return to religion (Kauff, 

Asbrock, Thörner,  & Wagner, 2013; Murphy, Richeson, Shelton, Rheinschmidt, & Bergsieker, 2013; 

Bylieva, Lobatyuk, Nikiforova, & Petrova, 2017); - in education: liberalization, market orientation, a 

permanent process of reforming, frequent changes in educational standards, the need for which is not 

always recognized by practicing teachers; imitational processes, active myth-making at the levels of 

managers and executors (Efremova, 2013; Morozova, 2000; Raff, 1994; Mynbayeva & Kurmanova, 2012; 

Sokolova, Pylkin, Safonova, & Stroganova, 2017; Pozdeeva, Trostinskaya, Evseeva, & Ivanova, 2017); - 

in pedagogical science: the post-non-classical stage of development, the blurring of boundaries between 

scientific and non-scientific knowledge, the polyphony of scientific and pedagogical approaches and 

theories, some remoteness from practice, an internal crisis, the inability in some cases to qualitatively satisfy 

the emerging demands, the spread of scholasticism and pseudoscientific theories (Tyunnikov & 

Maznichenko, 2004; Akopova & Chernyavskaya, 2014). 

 

2. Problem Statement 

In this regard, it seems relevant to make an empirical and theoretical research of manifestations in 

educational practice of the two key approaches (paradigms): • Humanities - research and construction of 

educational and social practices from the positions of the person (Humanities) - post-non-classical type of 

scientific rationality, strengthening of the human dimension of pedagogical science and activity, focus on 

the interests of the child, humanistic paradigm, humanitarian studies with the ontology of "activity" (Toosi, 

Babbitt, Ambady, & Sommers, 2012; Gullett & West, 2016); • positivistic (technological) - research and 

construction of educational practice from the standpoint of "pure science" or technology - a classical type 

of scientific rationality, a technocratic (natural) scientific paradigm, an ontology "thing-feature-attitude" 

(Tyunnikov, 2014). 

We posed the following scientific problem: do the views of future and practicing teachers correspond 

to the humanitarian paradigm and how to ensure the harmonious realization and continuity of humanistic 

grounds in pedagogical science, teacher training and educational practice? 

 

3. Research Questions 

We examined the implementation of the humanitarian and positivistic approaches in four aspects: 

 (1) pedagogy as a science (Science) - reflects the process and the result of learning of pedagogical 

reality by scientists, through scientific methods - scientific pedagogical theories, patterns, concepts, etc. (2) 
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pedagogy as an academic discipline (Studies) - the content and the process of cognition of pedagogical 

reality by the future teacher in the process of studying at the university, with the help of a teacher and 

various sources of information (both scientific and artistic, religious, esoteric, personal experience, etc.) - 

didactically adapted scientific and pedagogical theories in their interaction with the student's world; (3) 

pedagogy as a technique (didactics, technology) (Technology) - technologically (didactically, methodically, 

and normatively) meaningful scientific and pedagogical theories presented in the form of methodologies, 

technologies, recommendations, normative documents for the sphere of education, curricula, educational 

programs etc., as well as the process and result of comprehension; (4) pedagogy as a practice of pedagogical 

interaction in a real educational system (educational organization, educational process, pedagogical 

situation) (Praxis). 

The Conceptual core was based on pedagogical mythology (Tyunnikov & Maznichenko, 2004) and 

a new concept of myth and mythology in education - pedagogical mythology (Maznichenko, 2018) 

The analysis of the scientific literature and educational practice made it possible to conclude that in 

each of the above four aspects of pedagogy, one can find the processes of mythologization - the interaction 

of pedagogy and mythology (ideology). However, this interaction, realized from the positions of the 

humanitarian and positivistic approaches, is built in different ways. Let us give an example with reference 

to the aspect of "pedagogy as a science": 

 - from the standpoint of the positivist approach, pedagogical science and myth oppose each other, 

the myth is reduced to an inadequate, not corresponding to scientific norm, an outdated (archaic) notion. 

Mythologization of science is regarded as scholasticism, delusion. The heuristic potential of the 

pedagogical myth is not considered (denied). The purpose of science is to study the "real-world reality", 

i.e. a naturalistic view of the subject of science ("naive realism"). The ideology of science is a materialistic 

"natural attitude". Mythology is woven into the "credo of a naive scientist"; 

 - in the humanitarian paradigm, science and myth are viewed as complementary ways of cognizing 

the pedagogical reality. They do not oppose each other, and the ways of their mutual enrichment are being 

pursued. The heuristic potential of the pedagogical myth and other extra-scientific forms of cognition of 

pedagogical reality are identified and studied. The ideology of science - a humanitarian mindset - the 

consideration of pedagogical reality as a changing, "living" phenomenon, depending on the value 

orientations and subjective perception of the researcher. In extreme manifestations, science can be regarded 

as a myth. Cognition is understood as a kind of collective discourse aimed at "solidarity", but not at a certain 

Truth. 

With reference to the aspect of "pedagogy as an academic discipline": 

 - teaching pedagogy from the standpoint of the positivistic approach presupposes the transfer to 

students of only established scientific knowledge, ignoring the ordinary, religious, artistic-imaginative 

knowledge of pedagogical reality, presenting proven "pedagogical truths," mastering advanced (innovative) 

methods and technologies of upbringing and education, which leads to alienation of students from 

pedagogical knowledge; 

 - Humanitarian teaching of pedagogy as an academic discipline presupposes the creation of 

conditions for personal understanding of pedagogical knowledge by students, including from the standpoint 

of their own pedagogical experience, the realization of their spiritual, aesthetic and ethical values, the 
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dialectical nature of teaching, the presentation of contradictory views and theories, the use of both scientific 

and everyday knowledge, folklore, myths, art, literature in the cognition of pedagogical reality. In this case, 

pedagogical knowledge ceases to be idealized and ideologized, dogmatized, divorced from practice; it 

becomes vital, "alive" (Zinchenko), personal. 

Positivist implementation by a practicing teacher of the aspect of "pedagogy as a methodology" 

presupposes a clear, algorithmic, step-by-step implementation of methodological recommendations, 

instructions, implementation of standards, the introduction of innovations without realizing their 

personalized meaning; correlation with existing conditions, the desire to achieve a guaranteed result. 

Pedagogy as a humanitarian technique is implemented taking into account the personality of the teacher 

and students. Its main goal is not to obtain a guaranteed result, but to realize the needs of the individual, 

assist his self-development, personal growth. The same applies to pedagogical interaction. In the positivistic 

paradigm, it is constructed formally, according to the function. Humanitarian pedagogical interaction is 

informal. Its goal is the realization and development of the subjectivity of both the teacher and the students. 

 

4. Purpose of the Study 

We conducted an empirical study of the views of future and practicing teachers to understand: what 

is their content, theoretical and axiological base; what paradigms do they reflect on cognitive, relative and 

behavioral levels? How do scientific, mythological and everyday ideas interact in the teacher's mind? 

Within the framework of the study, criterial diagnosis of mythologized forms of knowledge and behavior 

of future and practicing teachers was carried out using a complex methodology. 

 

5. Research Methods 

140 practicing teachers participated in the experiment (teachers of schools (primary school, Russian 

language and literature, mathematics, history, social studies, social pedagogues), pre-school educators), 50 

students of the 4th (final) course and 48 students of the first year - future teachers of the Russian language 

and literature, and teachers of primary classes. To achieve the goal, the following methods were used: 

 

5.1. Methods for investigating the views of practicing teachers 

Conceptual-narrative forms were identified using the following methods: Modified version of the 

questionnaire Janet Wojtitz "Truth or Delusion". Purpose: to identify mythological representations, 

contradictions between scientific and mythological representations in relation to the four pedagogical 

functions (according to Kuzmina) - gnostic, communicative, constructive, organizational). The method of 

unfinished sentences. Respondents were asked to finish sentences in one or more words. The 

systematization of the endings of the phrases proposed by the respondents (in terms of their prevalence 

among teachers) and their differentiation in content was carried out. 

Figurative-symbolic forms: The technique "Portraits of the participants in pedagogical relationships" 

(modified technique "Sexes and their behavioral portraits" by Rumyantseva): main subjects of the 

educational process identification in the teacher (as they exist in reality and what the teacher would like 

them to be) and distortions present in them. The semantic differential of C. Osgood: the identification of 
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the semantic profiles in key pedagogical phenomena and processes, peculiar to pedagogues (Osgood, May, 

& Miron, 1975). 

 

5.2. Methods for revealing mythologized representations with future teachers 

Conceptual-narrative forms were identified using the following methods: 

"Pairs of affirmations" method. Students were offered pairs of statements, including a scientific and 

everyday view or two ordinary representations. In each pair of statements it was suggested to choose the 

one with which the subject agreed. 

Figurative-symbolic forms were revealed by the method of the semantic differential of Osgood 

(Osgood, May, & Miron, 1975). Diagnostics was done in two stages. At the first stage, preparatory work 

was carried out, related to the selection of adjectives, so that in the second stage of the diagnosis, the 

necessary "hit in the mental field" of the students is achieved. To solve this problem, the method of 

unfinished sentences was used.  

The second stage of diagnosis suggested the direct application of the technique. Subjects had to 

evaluate, with the help of a set of bipolar scales of adjectives, four main objects of pedagogical reality: the 

modern teacher, students, the pedagogical process, conflicts with students. Each scale had seven gradations. 

The extreme poles of the scale (values "-3" and "+3") corresponded to extreme negative and positive 

evaluation, the average division (0) made it possible not to answer in case of difficulty. On each scale, there 

was a shift in the direction of positive or negative estimates. The assessments of future teachers of the 

Russian language and literature, and primary school teachers (graduation students) were compared. To 

compare the estimates, we used the non-parametric Mann-Whitney U-test. According to the results of the 

semantic differential, mythological constructs were represented in a set of negative generalized images: 

"Negative generalized image of modern students"; "Negative generalized image of a modern teacher"; 

"Negative generalized image of the present-day pedagogical process"; "Negative generalized image of 

conflicts with students". 

We used the method of frequency analysis to compile semantic profiles that allow us to correlate 

conceptual-narrative and figurative-symbolic constructs. For the compilation of such profiles, scales were 

identified, the estimates of which corresponded to the basic concept (the asserted value) of the construct, 

and for which there was a shift towards negative estimates. We counted the number of students who marked 

the extreme negative characteristics (-2; -3) on the scales that corresponded to the content of the construct. 

With the help of semantic profiles, conceptual-narrative constructs, identified by the technique of "Pairs of 

affirmation", and figurative-symbolic constructs, diagnosed with the help of a semantic differential, were 

compared. 

 

6. Findings 

6.1. The results of the diagnosis of the views of future teachers 

The results of the method "Pairs of affirmations" showed that the students of the first year gave first 

place (93%) to the idea, contradicting the humanitarian paradigm: "The work of a teacher is a complete 

hassle, eternal martyrdom caused by children" (practicing teachers have it in much fewer cases - only 16% 

with pre-school teachers and 30% with school teachers, which suggests the possibility of overcoming it in 
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the course of actual professional activity). Next in prevalence is "myths of the ideal image of the teacher," 

which are at the base of the technological, formal ways of pedagogical interaction ("A good teacher hides 

his real feelings from schoolchildren" (57%), "A good teacher answers any question" (21%) and 

mythologized views of students ("Modern-day children do not want to study" (50%), "It is necessary to 

teach only those who want to learn" (14%). Less favorable with first-year students is the views: "The 

method is omnipotent", "Conflicts with students are inevitable and conflicts bring nothing good for the 

teacher (7%) (that said, among practicing teachers there is a higher number: "The method is omnipotent" - 

36% with pre-school educators and 40% with school teachers, "Conflicts with students are inevitable and 

conflicts bring nothing good for the teacher" - with 27% and 16% respectively), as well as "Teacher is 

always right" (7%) (with practicing teachers this mythological construct is absent altogether). 

The students of the final year have the following idea in the first place "A good teacher hides his real 

feelings from schoolchildren" (51%). Then follow "It is necessary to teach only those who want to learn" 

(36%), "The method is omnipotent" (26%), "A good teacher answers any question" (20%), "The work of a 

teacher is a complete hassle, eternal martyrdom", "Modern-day children do not want to study" (19%). The 

least popular with graduate students are "Conflicts with students are inevitable and they bring nothing good 

for the teacher", "The pedagogical process is coercion" (8%), "The teacher is always right" (3%). 

The results of diagnostics of figurative and symbolic constructs in future teachers (using the method 

of the semantic differential of C. Osgood): the results, obtained with the help of the semantic differential, 

allowed us to present the image-symbolic constructs available to the students in a certain set of negative 

generalized images: modern students, teachers, the pedagogical process, conflicts with students. 

Negative generalized image of modern students in the perception of first-year students is represented 

by the following characteristics: lazy (60%), arrogant, stubborn (40%), ungrateful, quiet, uncontrollable 

(33%), greedy (27%), rampant, dependent, ruthless 20%). The number of negative assessments is somewhat 

reduced towards the graduation year, but the list is much the same: rampant (44%), excitable (39%), 

dependent (30%), obstinate, stubborn (22%), quick-tempered, individualistic (20%), unorganized (17%), 

self-interested (16%), frivolous (13%), insolent (11%). 

Modern teacher is rated more positively than the pupils, but negative assessments are also present: 

imperturbable, nervous (33%), authoritarian, formal, strict, captious (20%), indifferent, conflicting, 

degrading, disappointed, underestimating (13%). Towards the final year, the number of negative 

assessments is somewhat reduced: authoritarian (23%), abusive (22%), severe (20%), nervous (17%), 

picky, underestimating (15%), boring, quick-tempered (13%), tough, degrading (11%). 

The negative generalized image of the modern pedagogical process in the perception of 1st-year 

students is represented by the following characteristics: coercive (27%), offensive (20%), formal, 

conflictive (13%), temperamental, template, static, conservative (7%). Graduation students generally shift 

to the negative side in comparison with the first year: compulsory (35%), template-dependent (28%), 

boring, monotonous (26%), everyday, formal (22%), forceful, prescriptive, uninteresting (15%), 

mechanical, chaotic (13%), depressing, offensive (11%). The students of both the first and final courses are 

dominant by the assessment of the pedagogical process as "coercive," which does not correspond to the 

humanitarian paradigm either. 
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The results of the semantic differential also showed an incorrect understanding of pedagogical 

conflict by students. Negative assessments of the latter by students of the first and final courses practically 

coincide both in number and in assortment: conflicts with students are inevitable (33%), natural (20%), 

meaningless (13%), unsolvable, permanent, unsuccessful (7) – first year students; unacceptable (33%), 

unavoidable, uncontrollable (20%), regular, unproductive, inconclusive (9%) - graduation students. 

The semantic profile of the mythological construct "The work of the teacher is a complete hassle, 

eternal martyrdom" is in the field of the generalized image of the modern teacher and includes the basic 

assessment - nervous (1st year - 33%, 4th year - 17%) and additional assessments: hot-tempered (4th year - 

13 %), disappointed (1st year - 13%). As it can be seen, this representation is more typical for 1st-year 

students. 

The semantic profile of the mythological construct "A good teacher hides his true feelings from 

schoolchildren" is also in the field of the generalized image of the modern teacher and includes the basic 

assessment - imperturbable (1st year - 33%), and additional gradations: formal (1st year - 20%), indifferent 

(1st year - 13%). Although there were no extreme negative grades (-2, -3) by the 4th year students for 

"imperturbable - vulnerable" scale, however, the average grade for this gradation with 4th-year students (-

1, 1 with future teachers of the Russian language and literature; and 0,3 for primary school teachers) allows 

one to talk about the presence of the idea "A good teacher hides his real feelings from schoolchildren" 

among this group of respondents, but with a lesser degree of severity. 

The semantic profile of the mythological construct "Modern-day children do not want to study" is 

represented by the following negative assessments of the generalized image of modern students: the main 

assessment is - lazy (1st year - 60%), additional gradations: unorganized (4th year - 17%), frivolous (4th year 

- 13 %). As we see, figurative-symbolic mythological forms, correspond to the idea "Modern-day children 

do not want to study," are more pronounced among the students of the first year. 

The semantic profile of the mythological construct "Conflicts with students are inevitable and 

conflicts bring nothing good for the teacher" is represented by the following set of negative assessments of 

the generalized image of conflicts with students: basic assessments: unavoidable (1st year - 33%, 4th year - 

20%), unproductive (4th year - 9%); additional gradations: meaningless (1st year - 13%), unsolvable (1st 

year - 7%), fruitless (1st year - 7%, 4th year - 9%), uncontrollable (4th year - 20%), inherent (1st year - 20%, 

4th year - 9%), constant (1st year - 7%). As one can see, figurative-symbolic forms corresponding to this 

representation are somewhat more expressed with 1st year students than with 4th year students. 

The semantic profile of the mythological construct "Teacher is always right" is found in the fields of 

generalized images of the modern teacher and modern students and includes the following negative 

assessments: the basic assessment is the authoritarian teacher (1st year - 20%, 5th year - 23%), additional 

gradations: the teacher is tough (5th year - 11%), students are dependent (1st year - 20%, 5th year - 30%). 

The figurative-symbolic forms corresponding to this representation are more pronounced among the 

graduate students. 

The semantic profile of the mythological construct "The pedagogical process is coercion" was 

revealed in the field of the generalized image of the modern pedagogical process and is represented by the 

following negative assessments: the basic assessment is coercion (1st year - 27%, 5th year - 35%), additional 

gradations: forcing (1st year - 7%, 5th year - 15%), depressing (5th year - 11%), attacking (1st year - 20%). 
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The figurative-symbolic forms corresponding to this representation are more expressed with the graduate 

students. 

The semantic profile of the mythological construct "The method is omnipotent" is presented in the 

field of the generalized image of the modern pedagogical process with the following negative assessments: 

basic assessments – template-like (1st year - 7%, 5th year - 28%), prescriptive (1st year - 7%, 5th year - 15 

%), additional gradations - static (5th year - 7%). The results show a greater intensity of the figurative-

symbolic forms with the graduate students. This distribution of results is quite understandable: this view is 

related to a specific aspect of the teacher's activity, with which the graduate students are more familiar 

(different methods of teaching and upbringing have been studied and tested in pedagogical practice). 

Correlation analysis of the relationship of these forms using Spearman coefficient of rank correlation 

showed a statistically significant correlation between the conceptual-narrative and image-symbolic forms 

of the following mythological constructs: "The work of a teacher is a complete hassle, eternal martyrdom" 

(p≤0.05); “Good teacher hides his true feelings from schoolchildren”, “Modern-day children do not want 

to study”, “The technique is omnipotent”, “Conflicts with students are inevitable and they bring nothing 

good for the teacher”, “The teacher is always right”, “The pedagogical process is coercion” (p ≤ 0.01); 

 

6.2. The results of the diagnosis of the views of future teachers 

With respect to the gnostic function, the views that reflect the dependence of the results of 

pedagogical activity solely on the amount of wages prevail (the view "Efficiency of the teacher depends on 

his salary" was estimated as true by 87% of the teachers of the pre-school and 47% of the school teachers 

- the percentage divergence is probably related to the difference in the salary levels of the pre-school and 

school teachers - the lower the salary of the teacher, the more significant for the teacher is its influence on 

the effectiveness of pedagogical activity). 22% of teachers are convinced of the negative impact of reform 

on the quality of education. For 11% of them, the negative image of the pedagogical profession is a fact 

("The work of a teacher is a complete hassle").  

In the context of the communicative function, the idealizing images of the teacher are based on the 

obligation: "The teacher must love children" (87% of the teachers of the preschool, 100% of teachers in 

schools), "The teacher must adapt himself to the child" (57% of the teachers of the preschool, 58% of the 

teachers of schools), "A good teacher hides his real feelings from children" (60% of teachers at the 

preschool, 20% of teachers in schools), "A good teacher knows everything, answers any question" (56% of 

teachers at the preschool, 44% of school teachers). For a smaller number of teachers, the wrong 

understanding, the absolutization of ideas of a humanistic or authoritarian conception of upbringing is quite 

characteristic: "Communication between the teacher and the child should be built" as “equals”(44% of the 

teachers of the pre-school educational establishments, 41% of school teachers), “The teacher must 

dominate, the children must fear and obey him, otherwise upbringing is impossible” (56% of teachers in 

schools; for educators of pre-school this idea is not typical, which allows us to conclude that - the older the 

child is, the more difficult it is for the teacher to follow the humanistic concept in the process of upbringing). 

27% of pre-school educators and 16% of schoolteachers absolutize the negative role of conflicts in 

education: 27% of pre-school teachers and 18% of schoolteachers adhere to the view “Conflicts with 

students are inevitable and they bring nothing good for the teacher”. 
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In the framework of the constructive function, the ideas that are associated with the denial of the 

need for the regulation of education by the state prevail: “Give teachers freedom to create, do not tie teachers 

rigidly to the program and the textbook, and the quality of the learning process will increase dramatically” 

(100% of pre-school teachers, 73% of school teachers); “There should be no priorities in training” (59% of 

pre-school teachers, 27% of school teachers); “The introduction of new educational standards will reduce 

the quality of education” (27% of pre-school teachers, 44% of school teachers - school teachers in larger 

numbers tend to negatively assess the introduction of new standards); “The introduction of new educational 

standards will not affect the quality of education in any way” (27% of pre-school teachers, 44% of school 

teachers). Along with the desire for creativity and fewer restrictions, in the pedagogical environment there 

is an absolutization of the methodology: the view "The Method is omnipotent" was estimated as correct 

from the point of view of their own experience by 46% of the teachers of the pre-school and 30% of 

schoolteachers. The teachers also have incorrect assessments of the social environment and the child as an 

object of constructive activity: “The characteristics of the child are determined by the environment. It is 

possible to accurately predict all its impacts and influences” (90% of the teachers of the pre-school 

educational establishment, 41% of teachers of schools – pre-school teachers, in larger numbers than 

schoolteachers tend to overestimate the influence of the environment on the results of education); “It is 

necessary to teach only those who want to learn” (14% of teachers of the preschool, 31% of teachers in 

schools), “Modern children do not want to study” (26% of teachers of pre-school education, 16% of school 

teachers) , “Some children are learning disabled and cannot be educated” (14% of preschool teachers, while 

this view is typically not shared by school teachers). 

In the context of the organizers' function, teachers have constructs associated with an increased 

threshold of responsibility and the fear of delegating to students (the view “Teacher is responsible for 

everything” is rated as true by 73% of pre-school teachers and 61% of school teachers), with a 

hypertrophied desire to control children (“If I do not constantly control children, the educational process 

will turn into chaos” - 59% of the teachers of the pre-school, 83% of the school teachers), with a 

misunderstanding of their role in the educational process (“The main subject in educational process is the 

student” 30% of pre-school educators and 61% of schoolteachers) with false connections between 

personality traits and the ability to learn (“The more disciplined and diligent the child is, the higher his 

ability to learn” 87% of pre-school educators and 46% of school teachers). Mythologized understanding of 

the teachers' relations with the management of the educational institution reflects the view “Teachers in 

their activities must follow the instructions of the leadership”, which was assessed as true from the 

perspective of their own experience by 74% of teachers at the preschool level and 70% of school teachers. 

Some teachers (10-20%) realize that the ideas they follow in their practical activities come into 

conflict with scientific norms; but they consciously adhere to mythological constructs, considering them to 

be more effective from practical standpoint. The rest reflect that the mythological constructs that they 

follow correspond to scientific norms. Some of the teachers (30-50%) recognize the statements with 

opposite content as true, which indicates the dialectic nature of their thinking and the possibility of seamless 

correction of mythological constructs by logical analysis. 

The results, obtained by the method of unfinished sentences, correlate with the results of the 

methodology by Ja. Woititz and the existence of mythological constructs shared by teachers, associated 
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with rejection of themselves in the profession, the idealization of themselves as teachers, the lack of striving 

for professional self-improvement, the selective attitude towards children, the rejection of their 

shortcomings, the lack of understanding of the significance of design and planning in the work of a teacher, 

shifting responsibility for the effectiveness of their activities to other actors and circumstances. 

According to the results of the semantic differential of C. Osgood, the respondents' idealization of 

the image of themselves as teachers was confirmed. Their pupils are estimated by teachers higher than 

children in general. For the lack of effectiveness of their work teachers tend to "blame" the new standards, 

and do not wish to recognize that much depends on them, as subjects of implementation of said standards. 

Some teachers perceive their interaction with students from the standpoint of an outdated authoritarian 

concept of upbringing. 

 

7. Conclusion 

The conducted research has shown that future and practicing teachers have ideas that are contrary to 

the humanistic foundations of pedagogy, the humanitarian pedagogical paradigm. Such contradictions 

manifest themselves both at the cognitive, and the relative and behavioral levels. 

The obtained data correlate with the results of previous studies of other authors. Efremova 

experimentally revealed the following mythological representations of students - future teacher-

psychologists: “If you ignore the aggressiveness of the child, it will sooner or later change” (correlates with 

the construct we have registered “A good teacher hides his real feelings from schoolchildren”); “If born as 

a wolf – cannot become a sheep” (it corresponds with the view "Some children are learning disabled and 

cannot be educated”); “We are all responsible for the fact that in a child’s environment there are quarrels 

and destructive conflicts” (refer to the view “Conflicts with students are inevitable and conflicts bring 

nothing good for the teacher”) (Efremova, 2013). A study by Morozova (2000) showed that 50% of 

pedagogues ascribe all complications in pedagogical interactions to the child, considering only negative 

aspects of behavior, attributing negative qualities to children. 

The exploratory study of Mynbayeva and Kurmanova (2012), conducted among schoolteachers and 

university professors, showed that teachers almost unanimously support the following mythologized 

stereotypes, expressed in the form of well-known proverbs and sayings: “A child is like wax - whatever you 

desire you can mold”, “Small children do not give you a chance to sleep and when they grow up – you still 

have no sleep because of them”, “From the mouths of babes come words of wisdom”, “Any toy is o.k. that 

keeps the baby at play”, “Like father like son”, “Children behave more like their peers rather than their 

parents”, “Physical punishment hurts but does not teach”, “Good example is the best sermon”, “Even a 

good father can produce a crazy sheep”, “Do not rip off unripe fruits: they will ripen - they will fall”, 

“Moody in childhood is ugly at an old age”, “A baby is like dough: will be as good as you knead it”, 

“Pampering a child is like abandoning him”, “It's better to make your son cry than to cry about him later”, 

“Bend the tree while it bends, teach the little one while he listens”, “Eggs do not teach the chicken”. 

Raff (1994) through the teachers’ reflexive analysis of pupils’ texts about school, diagnosed the 

following mythological stereotypes common in the pedagogical environment, which reduce the 

effectiveness of pedagogical interaction: “running in place” (focus on the zone of actual development of 

children to the detriment of the zone of proximal development), “authoritarian style of pedagogical 
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leadership”, “focus on the form of educational influence”, “the predominance of pedagogical measures of 

influence (organization, management, regulation) to the detriment of the self-organization, self-

management, self-control". 

The obtained results make the problem more relevant: how do we ensure continuity in the 

implementation of the humanitarian approach at the stage of professional training of a teacher, his 

professional adaptation and professional maturity, his productive and harmonious embodiment in the 

development of pedagogy as a science, in teaching pedagogy as an academic discipline and in the practical 

activities of the teacher? 

In search of an answer to this question, we relied on works in the field of social myths overcoming 

(Cook, 2017); research in the field of individual consciousness of individuals, the manifestations at the pre-

test and test levels (Fomina & Leeva, 2013), the study of students' views (Moreno & Hellín, 2014). 

From the positions of pedagogical mythology, it is possible to propose the following approaches to 

solving the problem: 

In the aspect of “pedagogy as a science”: there should be paid more attention of pedagogical science 

to the study of extra-scientific forms of pedagogical knowledge, their heuristic potential, the development 

of methods for scientific transformation of extra-scientific forms of pedagogical knowledge, giving a 

chance to polyphony of theories and positions in pedagogical science, the refusal to absolutize certain 

theories or ideas. 

In the aspect of “pedagogy as an academic discipline”: to refuse to identify pedagogy as an academic 

subject with pedagogy as a science; aesthetically colored, emotional presentation of material, harmonization 

of scientific theories and everyday knowledge, personal experience of students and teachers; productive 

use in teaching, along with scientific, artistic-figurative, mythological, religious, everyday and other ways 

of cognizing the pedagogical reality, ensuring dialectic nature of the content of the discipline. 

In the aspect of “pedagogy as a methodology”: to reject the dogmatization of techniques, approaches 

to technology, the harmonious combination of technology as an art and craft, the use of productive models 

of teacher training for innovation (Tyunnikov, 2014); the development with future teachers the need and 

ability to develop their own methods and technologies, create an advanced context of pedagogical activity. 

From the standpoint of the humanitarian paradigm any pedagogical methodology, the program is 

understood as an individual project, not pretending to be mandatory by everyone and not guaranteeing the 

same results for different teachers. Methodological documents introduce a personal aspect. From such 

positions, a multiplicity of strategic documents is inevitable, their multi-dimensionality, a combination of 

socio-pedagogical and personal contexts, a transition from a project to a process approach, from a program-

oriented one to a scenario-based design of educational strategies and programs. 

In the aspect of “pedagogy as a pedagogical interaction”: to facilitate informal, personal contacts 

with students, to reject manipulative tactics of interaction. One of the solutions can be a construction of 

pedagogical interaction as the interaction of the mythologies of its participants, which is considered and 

constructed dynamically in the context of specific pedagogical situations. The goal of this interaction is the 

positive mythological dynamics of its participants. To achieve it, the methods of situational analysis, 

strategy and scene-setting of pedagogical interaction can be used, taking into account the mythology of its 

participants, analysis of the deployment of the mythologeme while executing a pedagogical activity. 
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